
Planes Tables and Benching



Environments that support user 
control and movement for a variety of 
workstyles foster well-being. Taking 
a people-first design approach in 
the workplace leads to enhanced 
engagement, creativity, innovation, 
and retention—maximizing workforce 
investment and potential.

Planes® tables and benching support the needs of 
people as they move throughout the day. Designed 
as a global platform for individual workstations, 
training sessions, or collaborative interactions, 
Planes and Planes LT provide solutions that support 
productivity, ergonomics, and technology. As work 
and business needs change, Planes tables and 
benching easily adjust.



Enhance Learning

Planes training tables work 
together in dynamic applications 
to help ensure people stay 
engaged and connected with 
learning. Surfaces accommodate 
meetings and training sessions 
with technology devices for 
ad hoc or classroom-style 
settings. Planes training tables 
are designed for people to 
effortlessly move around and 
easily reconnect to power  
and data.

Encourage Movement

Give people the choice to sit, stand, and change postures throughout 
the day. Planes offers a wide range of height-adjustable configuration 
possibilities to create individual workstations, as well as dual-sided, 
single-sided, and 120° benching applications. Available with electronic 
controls, Planes and Planes LT offer standard and extended height 
ranges, plus optional programmability. Both lines also support a variety 
of work tools, storage, and accessories, offering solutions engineered for 
any budget.



Nurture Interaction

Planes tables allow people to quickly come together in a variety of ways—
from formal meetings to spontaneous interaction. Conference tables 
create a strong statement with smart surface cutouts, power distribution, 
and wire management. Multiple surface options, varied table heights, and 
a cohesive aesthetic optimize collaboration in lounge and social settings. 
Complement interactive activities with carts, credenzas, easels, and 
information boards that bring design continuity to any space.



Design Choices

With a wide range of choices for tops, bases, edge options, 
and finishes, Planes tables and benching offer a breadth 
of application variety and easy specification. As part of 
Haworth’s Integrated Palette™, Planes and Planes LT 
coordinate with other product lines to create complete 
environments. 

Statement of line may vary by global region.





Aligning People and Space for  
Optimal Performance  

Your people, organization, and facilities are at 
the center of everything we do. We help create 
spaces that solve for your business needs— 
resulting in effective people and efficient use of 
real estate. 

To learn more, visit haworth.com/planes.
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